Floor Box Assemblies for Line and Low Voltage Now Available From Allied Moulded

BRYAN, Ohio, April 2, 2015 – Allied Moulded Products, Inc., is launching new floor box products including: round and two-gang assemblies with a provision for adding low voltage keystone plugins. These new products are an addition to their popular lineup of residential floor boxes launched in 2011. Designed for use in wood floor construction, these assemblies are compatible with multiple floor substrate materials, including ceramic, hardwood, laminate or carpet. According to Robert Knecht, marketing manager, that flexibility is a key advantage for installers.

“Our floor box assemblies are easy to work with for contractors, and easy to live with for homeowners,” Knecht said. “Customers can select from rectangular and round box profiles with brass, nickel, or dark bronze covers included for fast, secure and convenient ‘cut-in’ installation.”

Each floor box is UL®-listed, and features tamper resistant devices, extra deep wiring capacity and cover gaskets that provide scrub watertight seal.

For more information about Allied Moulded’s residential floor box products, call 419-636-4217 or visit http://floorbox.alliedmoulded.com.

About Allied Moulded Products, Inc.
Allied Moulded Products, Inc., established in 1958, is a leader in the production of fiberglass reinforced and polycarbonate, nonmetallic electrical boxes and enclosures, for use in residential and industrial applications globally. The Bryan, Ohio-based manufacturer today is perfecting material and design formulations that result in products with increased strength, reduced weight, corrosion resistance, non-conductivity, UV resistance and ease of installation.
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